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Climbing Up and Down Jacob’s Ladder 
William Roberts (From Homily for St Michael and All  Angels  September 27,  2020)  

These certainly are dramatic 

readings for the Feast of Saint 

Michael and All Angels. 

The Revelation of Saint John 

the Divine tells of the 

Archangel Michael winning 

the wars in heaven and 

stamping the devil down 

under his feet. Don't you wish 

that Saint Michael with his 

angels would come to our 

warring worlds and do away 

with all the conflicts, all the 

pandemic problems, all the 

devilish social, racial and 

environmental disputes that 

we are facing? South of the 

border when they say and 

pray ‘God bless America’ I’m 

not sure these days if even St 

Michael could help to put 

thatcountry aright. 

Interesting fact - do you know 

that some freed slaves in the 

1860s on an island off the off 

the South Carolina coast were 

heard singing a spiritual 

inspired by Saint Michael and 

all the angels? “Michael row the 

boat ashore” is their liberation 

song to St. Michael. Their 

song of hope, even as ours 

must be in tough times, is that 

‘Jordan River is deep and wide, 

but we’ve got a home on the other 

side, Alleluia’. 

There is another spiritual that 

we can hum this morning 

based on the Genesis reading 

for today and that is “We are 

climbing Jacob’s Ladder, children 

of the Lord’. We can sing it as 
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we go outside and climb up 

those stairs from town that I 

have learned are known as 

Jacob’s Ladder. I tried to 

research it this week and 

found that Clair Mowat wrote 

in 1993 ‘that the 91steps which 

connect King Street with Mill 

Street in Port Hope are known 

as The Jacob’s Ladder. None 

of our local historians could 

tell when the steps were given 

that name only that they have 

been there for over a century’. 

Our archivist Doug 

Armstrong found that it was a 

well known Anglican 

churchwomen, Suzanne 

Lawson, who is cited in an 

August 1973 motion calling 

for a 'Parish Newsletter called 

Jacob’s Ladder with its 

biblical link, which is great for 

a community of faith’. 

(The story of the first edition 

of “From the Top of Jacob’s 

Ladder’ that almost didn’t 

make it because the Gestetner 

broke down, is on pg 8) 

However there is one key 

aspect of the Genesis story, 

reinforced by the Gospel,  that 

we need to pay close attention 

to. It is that this ‘stairway to 

heaven’, this ladder of Jacob’s 

between heaven and earth, 

goes both ways. It goes up 

and down. The angels are 

ascending and descending. 

Our sights are lifted up and 

we remain in a wilderness on 

a pillow of stone. 

In the John Gospel reading 

Jesus tells Nathaniel ‘you will 

see the heavens opened and 

the angels of God ascending 

and descending upon the Son 

of Man’. In fact for some 

Gospel writers like John, Jesus 

is ascending in what we call a 

high Christology. For Mark, 

his gospel focuses more on the 

human side of Jesus in a low 

Christology. 

The Greeks have a similar 

duality. Plato wants us to 

escape from the ‘allegory of 

the cave’ to a bright new ideal 

light. Aristotle goes down and 

wants us to dig into the 

details of the natural world. 

And in Dante’s Paradisio you 

can’t get to the highest 

Seventh Heaven until you go 

down into the deepest valley 

there is. 

I know that for many 

charismatic Christians 

conversion is a most 

wonderfully ecstatic and 

uplifting experience of going 

with Jesus up Jacob’s ladder. 

But for us Anglicans and 

Christians who read and 

study the whole Bible and 

these sacred texts today, we 

know that in our journey we 

go up and down, ascending 

and descending, inspired by 

the Kingdom of God and 

grounded by the cross of the 

humble servant Jesus. 

For us coming to church and 

being a Christian does not 

give us a one way ticket to a 

happy-clappy worry-free 

perfect spirituality. With our 

history, our traditions and our 

experiences we struggle to 

deepen a spirituality of 

substance. We together learn 

to be inspired to live and 

work for a better world, and 

we face frustrations and 

disappointments that teach us 

to rely on God’s promises in a 

community of faith. 

Let me finish with a personal 

word. Back in January, which 

seems like a COVID lifetime 

away, I went on a retreat 

called REVIVE to map out 

and learn from my own 

spiritual past. The retreat 

leader had us each draw a line 

beginning from our birth and 

marked off by decades to 
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where we are now. We were 

then to draw a line up 

showing when we felt closer 

to God’s peace, harmony and 

love, and to draw the line 

down for those periods of 

time when we felt distant, 

confused and separated from 

God. And guess what? My 

spiritual timeline went up and 

down, ascending and 

descending through my past 

60 odd years. And then we 

shared our lifelines with the 

other retreatants and they had 

similar up and down stories 

to tell. For us all the retreat 

was such an amazing 

experience of growing in and 

through the ladders of our 

lives, and the love of God that 

will not let us go. 

I wish we could all go, despite 

this COVID time, on a similar 

retreat. We don’t need to go 

away, even here perhaps we 

can find ways to REVIVE our 

spirits and learn from our 

spiritual ups and downs from 

which we get spiritual growth 

and maturity. I've heard about 

a few of these already in your 

lives, in the life of St Mark’s, 

in Port Hope. 

We are all on Jacob’s ladder. 

As Christians we know that 

even at the foot of the ladder 

and the cross we can sing the 

Easter hymns of alleluia. And 

from the top of the ladder we 

look down into the depths of 

God’s love for us. 

So yes we are climbing Jacob’s 

ladder, children of the 

Lord….as we row Michael’s 

boat ashore, through the 

waters that are deep and 

wide, til we get to the other 

side. 

 

The Rev’d William Roberts, Priest-in-Charge and Pastor  

 
William is the sixth of eight 

children born in Hamilton and 

grew up in Burlington. He was 

baptized, confirmed and 

ordained at the family Church 

of the Ascension in Hamilton. 

At Trent University his History 

Professor Brian Heeney 

encouraged him to go to 

seminary and, on a Fellowship, 

William was fortunate to go to 

the Episcopal Divinity School 

in Cambridge, MA, with a 

term at Union Seminary in 

NYC. Now that EDS has 

merged with Union, he is on 

the Alumni Advisory Board of 

EDS@Union. 

William served three years at 

St. John’s Ancaster, and more 

recently, three years at St. 

Mark’s Niagara-on-the-Lake. 

Like St. Mark’s Port Hope, 

they are 200 year old parishes, 

treasure troves of Ontario 

history and tradition.   

He also served in Cathedrals 

in Edmonton and Jerusalem, 

in urban and rural churches 

out west. With his Welsh 

father’s DNA he has sung in 

many church and community 

choirs, and has done a lot of 

theatre. 

William was also called to 

ministry outside of the parish. 

He served in the Alberta 

Legislature for close to eight 

years, and as health critic. He 

earned a MBA in Health 

Management from the 

University of Colorado, then 
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consulted on hospital and 

health care planning in British 

Columbia. He did many 

interim positions in churches 

in BC and was appointed as 

priest-in-charge of Whistler 

Village Church. This led to 

him establishing and directing 

Leadership Sea to Sky, a 

community leadership 

program for mid-career 

professionals. Through it all 

he has grown in his love of 

Jesus, the Christian path 

before us. He has learned 

from many sojourners and 

been supported by a great 

cloud of witnesses. 

William is married to Eileen 

Turner, who was very 

involved in churches in the 

Diocese of Toronto. He has 

one daughter Jessica with her 

husband Adam and one year-

old grandson Atli, and a son 

Joel working on his PhD, in 

Toronto. Another daughter 

Lindsay is an oboist in 

Quebec. It is so good to be 

close by to them, as those with 

children and grandchildren 

know. Like all of us, he has 

experienced a few bumps in 

the road. With COVID-19, we 

are experiencing unexpected 

twists and turns in our lives. 

But we grow by God’s grace 

even through tough times 

God meets us in ways we 

least expect. 

 

Should COVID -19 give us a Guaranteed Basic Income Plan?  
By Wade Rowland [Wade Rowland is an emeritus professor in Communication St udies at York University.  His most 

recent books are Morality by Design: Technology’s Challenge to Human Values  (2020),  and Canada Lives Here:  The Case for 

Public Broadcasting (2015)

With the introduction in late 

September of legislation to 

seamlessly transfer Canada 

Emergency Response Benefit 

(CERB) recipients over to 

Employment Insurance (EI), 

Ottawa has moved one step 

closer to implementing a 

guaranteed basic income for 

all Canadians.  

The revamped EI program 

will provide those 

transitioning from the CERB 

with an identical $500 per 

week subsidy for at least 26 

weeks. They need not be 

unemployed—they can work 

and earn up to a maximum of 

$38,000 per year while still 

claiming the EI benefit. 

That looks remarkably similar 

to a pilot guaranteed basic 

income (GBI) trial in Ontario 

that was shut down by 

Premier Ford’s Conservatives 

in 2018. It paid about $17,000 

to individuals and up to 

$24,000 to couples. If 

recipients worked while 

receiving the benefit, their 

wages were to be subject to a 

50% clawback by the 

government, and when their 

income hit $35,000 the 

supplement would end.  

Why was this useful, 

potentially fruitful experiment 

cancelled?  

Ontario Social Services 

Minister Lisa Macleod 

claimed it was axed because 

ministry officials told her it 

was not succeeding in turning 

recipients into “independent 

contributors to the economy.” 

We learned afterward from 

university researchers 

involved that there hadn’t yet 
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been enough data generated 

to draw any conclusions one 

way or the other.  

At the same time, though, 

there was an active business 

lobby opposing the very idea 

of a GBI, based on fears that 

widespread adoption of such 

a program would make it 

difficult to find people willing 

to work for low wages, and 

encourage low-wage workers 

in dangerous or unhealthy 

occupations to opt for the GBI 

instead of a pay cheque.  

You be the judge. 

 

The notion that people are 

basically feckless, and given 

the option, will choose idleness 

over industry, is a canard 

popular with the 16th and 17th 

century British and European 

thinkers who gave us the 

foundations of modern 

economic theory. These were 

privileged white men, all, and 

the contempt they held for the 

lower classes is evident in their 

writing, and in their 

campaigns to have Church and 

local government welfare for 

the poor abolished, so as to 

force more men into the labour 

market created by burgeoning 

industrialization. 

The idea that most of us view 

work as something to be 

avoided—a “disutility” in the 

language of the Utilitarian 

philosophers behind much of 

modern economic theory—has 

become so ingrained in our 

thinking that it’s seldom 

questioned. But common 

sense, a moment’s thought 

about your own experience, 

will tell you it’s wrong. 

There’s work, and then there’s 

“having a job,” which is a 

relatively new coinage, a piece 

of labour market terminology. 

The “job” is doing work for 

somebody else, work from 

which they benefit more than 

you do. It’s the job that some of 

us resist; sometimes we call it 

wage slavery. Most people are 

happy to have work, so long as 

they have some control over 

goals and outcomes, and can 

see the results accruing in fair 

measure to themselves, their 

family and community. Then, 

the social and spiritual 

rewards outweigh any 

personal sacrifice involved. For 

most of us, work in this context 

is what makes us happy and 

fulfilled-—just as it did, 

presumably, for those ill-

informed early economic 

scribblers. 

Having a job, on the other 

hand, implies having to 

package ourselves into a 

marketable commodity, 

willing to sign on to corporate 

values like punctuality, 

productivity, conformity, 

efficiency, and a certain 

degree of ethical malleability 

in return for a degree of 

economic security. 

The best argument for the GBI 

is a very simple one: it allows 

people the opportunity to 

fulfil themselves, to flourish, 

on their own terms. To expect 

disaster in the form of an 

epidemic of indolence is to be 

willfully ignorant of both 

history and our best insights, 

contemporary and ancient, 

into human nature.  

It’s a commonplace to observe 

that an existential crisis 

clarifies thought, exposes 

what had been hidden, and 

offers opportunity to realign 

our priorities. We owe the 

graduated income tax to the 

calamity of WW1, the 

CBC/Radio-Canada to the 
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threat of American cultural 

imperialism via radio. The 

bitter lessons of the Great 

Depression spawned 

universal, single-payer 

healthcare in Tommy 

Douglas’s Saskatchewan in 

1947. (It went country-wide 

under Liberal Prime Minister 

Louis St. Laurent in 1957.) 

Now we find ourselves in the 

midst of another historic 

crisis. And we have another 

historic opportunity to make 

this country a far better, more 

compassionate, more 

successful place than it has 

been in the recent era of tight-

fisted neo-liberal dogma. If 

we accept the challenge, in 

decades to come we will look 

back on the GBI as a no-

brainer, and as obviously a 

good thing as Medicare for all, 

or the graduated income tax, 

or old-age pensions. It will be 

one more defining element of 

the Canadian experience, one 

more source of national pride.  

Wardens @ Work  
Marion Thompson (Rector’s  Warden)

The main activity of the last 

month was coordinating the 

myriad protocols and 

guidelines concerning the 

planned reopening for 

worship of St Mark’s on 

Sunday, 13 Sept.  

 Gwen Duck and Susan 

Abell were central to this and 

detailed instruct-tions for 

worshippers and renters have 

been created.  There were a 

number of meetings with the 

wardens and Fr. William 

which culminated with our 

signing off on the 58 pertinent 

instructions on the Checklist 

which was returned to Bishop 

Riscylla on September 9th.   

This had to have been 

submitted and approved for 

compliance in order for us to 

be cleared for opening on 

Sept. 13. 

I think all will agree that our 

first Sunday went very well 

despite the new rules of the 

road and we hope our people 

will be eager to return each 

week. 

Deep cleaning the church 

after the Sunday service in 

addition to our other service 

from TLC will increase our 

expenses quite substantially 

for the foreseeable future.  

The cost of doing business ….  

Roddy Sergiades will also 

assist as required when we 

see how things are working 

out. 

Other behind-the-scenes 

activity centred on Bell 

changes to the rectory phone 

and internet.  Many hours 

talking with Bell and 

subsequently in attendance at 

the rectory, we finally were 

able to find a way to bridge 

the gap between their 

bureaucracy and our 

requirements   Now a Small 

Business account, that phone 

number is now 905-885-8899 

in perpetuity and is registered 

as rectory, stmarksporthope.  

We will no longer have to go 

through the contortions and 

difficulties of simply changing 

the name on that phone’s 

account! 

The office is now open three 

days a week (Wednesday, 

Thursday, Friday) from 9:30 

to noon, and we will see how 

that goes.  It is important to 
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have someone on site when 

the renters are in, even if it is 

just the Yoga people who are 

familiar with our premises 

and very cooperative. 

Town & Country will shortly 

be working on painting the 

north side of the church.  You 

will also be aware that the 

Town is replacing the uneven 

stretch of sidewalk in front of 

the main door.  Hurray! 

Onward and upward!  As we 

become accustomed to the 

new normal and all the 

required precautions cease to 

jar, we look forward to the 

pleasure of your company 

each and every Sunday as we 

gather to worship the Lord in 

the beauty of holiness.  

Terry Fox – 40th Anniversary  
William Roberts & Arlo Meronym 

Last Sunday was the 40th 

anniversary of the Terry Fox 

Run for cancer research. 

Father William mentioned 

that he remembers watching, 

with some young people, 

Terry Fox run by the church 

that he was at in Ancaster 40 

years ago. 

So he asked if some of us 

could join in and walk 2 

kilometres around town here 

to support the Run this year. 

Because of COVID there was 

no official community run - 

they said we could just go 

'Your Way' and do whatever 

we wanted. Apparently more 

than 12,000 Canadians 

participated one way or 

another. 

So after the church service last 

Sunday all of us from Cantate 

(Arlo, Iris, Kate, Killari, 

Maeve, Sarah, Zoe, together 

with Randy Mills, with Liz 

Prower and Dougie, Father 

William with his wife Eileen 

and her two dogs- we all went 

on out Terry Fox Walk. We 

had a very good time.  

Thanks to you we raised $380 

and have until October 15 to 

send in more. We were glad to 

keep the Marathon of Hope 

alive in Port Hope and at St 

Mark’s. Thank you! 00 

.

REPORT FROM ST MARK’S Bicentennial Committee   
Deborah Henderson 

Plans are underway for the 

acknowledgement of St. 

Mark’s third century in 2022. 

Chaired by Peter Kedwell, 

and inspired by Graham 

Cotter, the “3rd C” committee 

formed in March has re-

convened this fall to begin 

taking action on some of the 

ideas suggested for marking 

the historic occasion.  

Some of the projects are: 

•  revitalizing of the 

Labyrinth, restoring the 

original Chartres design, with 

possible seating area added 

•  planting of a tree, possibly 

by a Royal dignitary, to 

replace 1959 tree planted by 
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HM the Queen and Prince 

Philip (originally proposed for 

Lt. Gov. David Onley’s visit, 

but not carried out)  

•  restoration and framing of 

a stained glass window from 

Dorothy Locke’s estate, to be 

installed in the Parish Hall 

•  installation of a flag pole in 

the Parish Hall turning circle 

and purchase of Canadian 

and Anglican Church flags 

•  consulting a sound 

engineer to investigate how 

we can improve the acoustics 

of the Parish Hall to promote 

its use by the community 

•  installation of a computer 

monitor in the Parish Hall 

lobby for listing church and 

community events 

There are a number of 

suggestions for special events, 

including musical 

performances, reunion of 

couples married here, guest 

speakers / preachers, and 

panel discussions to celebrate 

200 years of faith at St. 

Mark’s. However, until the 

progress of the pandemic 

becomes clearer, it is not 

possible to specify which 

events we will be able to host.  

We continue to plan with the 

hope that restrictions will be 

lifted so that we can celebrate 

our anniversary within the 

parish and with the wider 

Port Hope community.  

The Story of Jacob’s Ladder  
Doug Armstrong  

Jacob's 

Ladder was 

originally 

proposed and 

produced by 

Suzanne 

Lawson who 

was consulted in preparing 

this article.  

In August, 1973 Advisory 

Board Minutes we find this 

entry: “Mrs. A. Lawson was 

invited to this meeting to 

present her proposal for a 

Parish Newsletter. The 

Advisory Board were 

unanimous in support of this 

proposal”.  

In October 1973 the first 

edition was published. It was 

titled “From the Top of Jacob's 

Ladder”, a title chosen by 

Suzanne Lawson, because of 

its biblical reference and 

perhaps because the church 

itself stood at the “top” of 

Port Hope's version of Jacob's 

Ladder. In her own words, 

“The Biblical link was 

intended, great for a 

community of faith.” 

In the November 1973 edition, 

which is the earliest edition 

presently in our archive, 

Suzanne, as editor, describes 

the trials and tribulations of 

getting the first issue out. 

“Our first edition of “From the 

Top of Jacob's Ladder” almost 

never made it! Diane Palmer, 

who did the marvellous job of 

typing the stencils, ran into 

opposition from St. Mark's 

Gestetner. (Do you suppose 

they train Gestetners to fall 

apart at the seams whenever 

there is a deadline to meet?) 

So, Mr. Gardener [St. Mark's 

rector, at the time] sent out 

alarms to see if other such 

local machines were up to the 

task. 

And he found out that at least 

one was – and it came 

equipped with someone to 

help operate it! It was T.C.S. 

to the rescue, and Vivian 

Doggett was the one who 

gave up her whole evening to 

help Diane get the stencils 
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run............... So, to Mrs. 

Doggett who gave up an 

evening, to T.C.S., whose 

machine so willingly worked 

for us, to Gloria Corney, 

Sharon Istead, Irene Istead, 

Judy Horner, Winky Thomas 

and the Gardners who 

donated an hour and a half of 

their sleep that night, and 

especially to Diane Palmer 

who must have been 

exhausted after almost two 

days of getting the first 

edition to press, many 

thanks” 

In an article published in 

Jacob's Ladder (March 1993 

edition, P 3), Claire Mowat 

writes that “The 91 steps 

which connect King Street and 

Mill Street in Port Hope are 

known as The Jacob's Ladder. 

None of our local historians 

could tell me when the steps 

were given this name, only 

that the steps have been there 

for over a century.” 

Claire Mowat and David 

Brooks both remember when 

the steps were made of wood. 

The steps were of great use 

between 1926 and 1956 when 

St. Mark's Parish Hall stood 

on Mill Street, just south of 

Walton. It is now the Skeena 

building. 

This writer suspects that the 

stairs were a shortcut to 

Protestant Hill far back into 

the 19th century, and were 

nick-named “Jacob's Ladder” 

because of the church (St. 

John's until 1872, and St 

Mark's from 1873 onwards) 

that stood at the top of the 

steps. 

We do not have the first 

edition of Jacob's Ladder in 

our archive. If anyone has a 

copy, even a photocopy of it, I 

would greatly appreciate if it 

could be donated.

The New Asceticism  
Graham Cotter

Asceticism is a lifestyle 

characterized by abstinence 

from sensual pleasures, often 

for the purpose of pursuing 

spiritual goals. We are 

adopting this civic COVID 

lifestyle as a spiritual 

discipline. It is to satisfy what 

the nation is forcing on us - so 

that we do not lead our 

neighbours through 

temptation into potentially 

serious illness and death. 

I think we should look on the 

COVID measures as a 

spiritual opportunity. 

I need to do so, as so much of 

my ministry has involved the 

use of the arts, of music, of the 

visual and of words, to enhance 

our worship and our 

spirituality.  Recently the 

question has been raised that 

some of the crowding of our 

vestment cupboard ‘because of 

G Cotter’s' vestments.  I 

brought in over the last thirty 

years: four copes, two chasubles 

and sundry.  Especially there 

are the Three Yellow Copes of 

Cotter’s about which there is a 
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song.  I had them made of 

inexpensive materials fashioned 

by my god-daughter, imitating 

three golden yellow copes I saw 

in Coventry cathedral.  She 

embroidered on the cowls 

motifs of the sacred Cup, the 

Holy Spirit and the Holy 

Trinity. 

 

They are from poor materials, 

in the money sense of poor. I 

think a little poverty goes a 

long way when funds are 

short: so there is some dual 

asceticism implicit in the 

Yellow Copes of Cotter!   

Our present situation at St 

Mark’s is an example of 

obedience to the masking and 

spacing, which is also a 

suitable asceticism for us. 

Hence my comment after 

church on Sunday, quoting 

Shakespeare: “A poor thing, 

but mine own.” Not an 

inadequate thing, with an 

unkindly meaning, but that 

the team suppresses 

exuberance and passion 

compared to the approach to 

worship under the  ”old 

regime.” Father William 

Roberts’ conduct of our 

worship is refreshing and 

robust, along with the 

exacting spacing work of our 

lay help and the great efforts 

of the chimers and the choir 

master. It is an excellent 

example of reformed and 

obedient liturgy. 

What I also enjoy also is the 

near expression of exuberance 

and humour which I have 

noticed in the congregation; 

we even begin to hum hymn 

tunes within our masks. 

Story of the Yellow Copes Song 

 

Celebrating my fiftieth 

anniversary of ordination, by 

the grace and hospitality of 

Pat Eberle, and the efforts of 

George Clements, Bob Fair 

and others in May of the year 

2008, over a hundred friends 

assembled to toast and roast 

me at Pat’s hilltop home near 

Garden Hill. The choir 

regaled us, among other 

music, with its invented song. 

These copes are not for the 

exclusive use of clergy; placed 

on any willing shoulders they 

express joy and gladness. 

Once when our rector was 

away over Candlemas - after 

Christmas - I had connived 

with our then choirmaster to 

use three copes: one for 

myself, and one for a server 

and the third for an 

outstanding (and tall enough) 

choir member, and we made a 

jolly procession with candles 

and song.  

The yellow flames also were 

worn recently by some of the 

clergy during my wedding 

with the late Margaret Baily - 

whose dear soul I am 

convinced is “resting” 

blissfully beyond us. 

Now the copes are resting 

with other vestures in St 

Mark’s vestry and I intend to 

donate both the copes and 

those other vestments to St 

Mark’s. Once given, they can 

be given wherever they may 

be wanted. Where I am going 

in the next few years I shall 

not need them.   

“All God’s chillun got a 

robe! ... I’m gonna put on ma 

robe!' 
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Canadian Church Calendar 2021  
Alicia Brown Lead, Social  Media & Projects,  Anglican Church of Canada   

 
 

Does this look familiar?  

St. Paul's, Perrytown is 

featured on the cover of the 

2021 Anglican Calendar. 

“We thought it captured that 

sort of welcome home feeling 

that we're hoping to give to 

those who purchase the 

calendar, and it helped to 

inspire the theme that distilled 

out of the photos submitted.” -  

 

Congratulations to Anne Oram 

for a 2nd photo cover for 

Canadian Church Calendars.  

Her first featured St Mark’s on 

the cover of the 2011 issue and 

more recently appeared on the 

cover of the 2019 St Mark’s 

Parish Directory.  

St Mark’s is fortunate to have 

such a talented photographer 

in our congregation. 

Re-Opening Committee Report   
Gwen Duck & Susan Abell  

The Committee extends a 

sincere thank you to everyone 

who donated funds to help 

cover the cost of reopening, 

the purchase of PPE and the 

ongoing cost of deep cleaning 

our church and parish hall. 

We have had some questions 

concerning the number of 

people we can accommodate 

at a service. The Diocese has 

permitted up to 30% of the 

capacity of the church and 

those spots must reflect a 2 

metre physical distancing. At 

St. Mark’s we can 

accommodate 62 people for 

worship, including the choir 

in the balcony.  

Like other fine establishments 

not all seats are created equal! 

The overflow areas are not in 

the main pews and include 4 

chairs at the back of the 

church, 4 seats in the north 

side choir area and obstructed 

view seating in the Lady 

Chapel and front entrance.  

We are opening the church 

doors before 10am to allow 

for COVID protocols. Come 

early for your choice of 

seating.  Once you are seated, 
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please do not change your 

seat as the area would need to 

be sanitized and remember 

the ‘X’ marks the seating spot 

and you cannot ‘just squeeze 

one more person in’. 

Next Steps: Safety remains a 

top priority. We have hired 

TLC to deep clean the church 

and parish hall entrance and 

bathrooms each week. As we 

gradually reopen to renters 

and church groups we need to 

establish ‘high touch surface 

sanitizing’ teams to do a daily 

cleaning in the parish hall. 

This is a necessary 15 minute 

task requiring a few 

volunteers. We also need 

volunteers to sit on a 

monitoring committee which 

will support and update the 

needs of the church as we 

move forward. 

Music Notes  
Randy Mills 

Attitude of gratitude. Not my 

favourite saying, and who 

would associate gratitude 

with COVID? But I have been 

thankful, repeatedly: that 

official green light for outdoor 

gatherings of ten or less, the 

return to community worship, 

return classes at TCS, our new 

priest - and Eileen and the 

dogs! Everyone has their own 

experiences of the pandemic 

and its influence. For me, the 

Early Lockdown Period 

prompted thoughts of how 

my bell and chime groups 

might potentially gather 

safely once health authorities 

announced new regulations. 

With low COVID numbers in 

Northumberland (more 

gratitude), some parents were 

more open to considering 

how regulations could permit 

a safe return to music-making. 

Our own Cantate Chimers has 

less than ten members (is it 

possible to be thankful for 

fewer members?), and the 

kids and I were excited to 

gather outdoors (courtesy of 

Dorothy & John Geale) in 

early July for real music. Yes, 

there was distancing, and 

later masks. Yes, there were 

all the necessary precautions 

to keep them safe – no sharing 

of chimes or music, etc. - but 

the enjoyment of being 

together was clearly 

important to them and to their 

parents.  I particularly 

appreciated the health 

warnings from our host – a 

grandma who is a retired 

government veterinarian!  

The first rehearsals in church, 

with children wearing masks, 

were surreal – something 

from a horror movie. With 

sanitizing before and after, the 

hour-long rehearsal period 

always passed quickly. 

William has worked to 

include the kids in our weekly 

worship, and they seem to be 

enjoying the return to a group 

activity. Cookies from Carol, 

though, have added an extra 

dash of energy – along with 

an exciting group walk for 
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Terry Fox organized by 

William for Sept. 20 (40 years 

– unbelievable). The kids were 

excited to be with Eileen and 

William and their pet dogs 

twice that week! 

At time of writing, my TCS 

groups are just starting. I am 

grateful for the planning by so 

many authorities as Ontario 

schools reopen. Fortunately, 

our Chapel space at Trinity is 

big, with lots of height and 

doors and windows to open. 

There is plenty of space for 

every bell table to be 8 feet 

apart. Returning ringers 

might miss Lion King and 

Pirates of the Caribbean (since 

we can’t share bells of course), 

but they have lots of music in 

simple keys. Their fondest 

wish has been granted: they 

now get to keep their gloves 

(we’ll see how often they 

forget to bring them!). Masks 

don’t seem such an imposition 

when we are able to enjoy 

music-making together. 

COVID has its own trajectory 

and there is no way to see the 

future. I return to gratitude, 

which has made the many 

hurdles of these past months 

somewhat easier to tolerate. It 

seems to me that young 

people are also grateful for the 

opportunity to be together, in 

a controlled environment. 

Their enjoyment, and their 

wonderful music, has made 

me thankful, even during 

COVID 

Diocese of Toronto Thanks Churches  
Diocesan Council

On Sept 24, the Council 

unanimously passed a motion 

to thank the clergy and lay 

leaders of the Diocese for the 

amazing hard and creative 

work they have done through 

the first six months of COVID-

19 to keep our faith 

communities together and 

alive in our spiritual, service 

and social justice ministries as 

well as staff at 135 Adelaide 

St. [Rt Rev Andrew Asbil]   

Among Friends  
Claire Mowat et al  

Our annual 

bar-be-que 

picnic was 

scheduled for 

August 2nd 

but rain, and 

a tornado 

warning, 

caused a 

post-ponement until the 

following day.  We gathered 

at Steve Poste’s property, 

near Warkworth.  Steve, with 

help from his mother Carol, 

has done a great job of 

embellishing his beautiful 

acres.   There are roofed, 

tented areas where we could 

enjoy lunch.  There were 

flowers and bushes as well as 

a miniature golf course and a 

garden-sized chess game.   

The high-light of the day was 

our chance to meet our new 

priest Rev. William Roberts 

and his charming wife, 

Eileen.  This was the ideal 

occasion to get acquainted 

with this delightful couple on 

a day of sunshine, gentle 

breezes and delicious food.  

There was the joy of seeing 

one another again as the 
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pandemic caused the closure 

of all Anglican churches in 

mid-March.  Thanks for 

everyone who helped with the 

food, and in any way, to make 

this day such a happy one.  

Jane Pinchin had a leg 

operation during the summer.   

She is now at home 

recovering and hopes to join 

us soon. 

Patrick Gray and Cathy 

Carlyle spent the summer at 

their cottage on Pigeon Lake 

where they had a fulfilling 

time.  They have now adopted 

two lively new kittens. 

 

Sheila Goering has returned 

to Port Hope after spending 

the summer in Kingston with 

her daughter, Daphne.  She 

enjoyed her time there and 

celebrated her 92nd birthday.  

But she is glad to be back here 

among her many friends in 

Port Hope.

 

Anne Finlay has been 

teaching Yoga in our Parish 

Hall for a few years. The 

pandemic cause the closing of 

our Parish Hall last March.  

More recently she has 

conducted classes on the lawn 

behind the church.  It is an 

ideal solution until winter 

weather arrives.  

September 28, 1957, Joan and 

Bob Moss we’re married at St. 

Timothy’s, Toronto, with Rev. 

Canon Henry Marsh, 

officiating.  Congratulations 

as they celebrate their 63rd 

anniversary! 

Our condolences to Tory Hoff 

whose mother died in June in 

Ashfield, Massachusetts.  

Tory’s status is classified as 

“essential” so he was able to 

cross the border and be with 

his mother at the end of life.   

Kate Legakis, Killari & Iris 

Geale marched in Cobourg to 

support Black Lives Matter 

after Georg Floyd’s death on 

May 25. 

 

There was a sinkhole on our 

church property.  It was about 

the size of a small car and was 

located near the back of the 

rectory and beside the fence of 

the adjoining property. 

With the help of Peter 

Kedwell, Doug Armstrong 

and David Brooks, it is now 

filled in with branches, stones, 

soil and chucks of concrete.  

Sinkholes can be the result of 

rotting stumps, collapsing 

underground bedrock, old 

cisterns or root cellars.  We 

don’t know the exact cause 

but it is now filled in and no 

longer a hazard to wildlife, 

pets or passing people.  

Dorothy Geale’s husband 

John had open heart surgery 

in Kingston in mid-

September.  He is home now 
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and recovering and we wish 

him all the best. 

Elaine Wallace recently 

retired after twenty-five years 

as a flight attendant with 

American airlines.  Elaine has 

probably visited more 

countries than any of us.   

Phil Redford and Janet 

celebrated her September 

birthday with a visit to 

Killarney Lodge which is near 

Killarney Provincial Park 

located at the northern shore 

of Georgian Bay.  

Many thanks to everyone who 

assisted in any way with the 

maintenance and 

improvements of our 

beautiful grounds.  Flowers 

were planted and tended, 

brush and debris were 

removed, the sinkhole was 

filled and steps were replaced. 

Our church, cemetery and 

gardens are now almost two 

centuries old and we are 

blessed to have these lovely 

spaces. Among those who 

helped were (in no particular 

order): Nora Holmes, Doug 

Armstrong, Peter Kedwell, 

David Brooks, Liz Prowers-

Brooks, Dougie Brooks, 

Gwen Duck, Carol Poste, 

Steve Poste, Elaine Wallace, 

Dorothy Geale, David White, 

and Jenn Mitchell.  

Deborah Henderson has left 

her position as String Program 

Co-ordinator with SONG and 

returns to private teaching. 

After six years of intensive 

classroom and administrative 

work with SONG, it was time 

for a change, and with the 

arrival of the pandemic and a 

shift to a completely online 

platform for the coming year, 

the timing was convenient. 

Deborah is doing both online 

and in-person lessons for 

individuals and works with 

students from age 5 to 65+ in 

her home studio.  

Cameron and Heather 

Abrams are now both back at 

work, after a 2 month CERB 

hiatus. Cameron continues to 

work full time at The Big 

Apple in Colborne and lives 

at home. Heather lives in 

Toronto. When her 

bartending job at the Four 

Seasons Centre was 

suspended due to the 

cancellation of the ballet and 

opera seasons, she found a job 

at the Immersive Van Gogh 

Exhibition for the summer. 

She also took a course to 

become certified as a health 

coach and has set up her own 

business which can be found 

at: https://www.ancestralunlimited.com/ 

She is currently working full 

time at a butcher shop on 

Parliament St. (to support her 

“acting habit”). She has done 

several student films and 

commercials, and got her first 

TV gig this week on "Haunted 

Hospital” (we have to start 

somewhere).  

Stephen LeClair moved to 

Kingston in September but 

remains on our Parish List.

https://www.ancestralunlimited.com/
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In celebration of St Francis of Assisi - Kittens!  
Cathy Carlyle 

Cathy and Patrick’s beloved 

white cats, The Venerable 

Bede and Mrs. Raedwald, 

both passed away within four 

months of each other in the 

year of the Covid-19 

pandemic. Life certainly took 

a major downturn at the end 

of May, when they had to 

have the second of their cats, 

Mrs. Raedwald, put down, 

and only one person could be 

with her at that terrible time. 

They found it very hard to be 

isolated from family and 

friends and not to have the 

dear cats to cuddle, to feed, to 

walk, to chuckle about and to 

cherish.  

When mourning the cats went 

on for an extended period, 

Cathy and Patrick decided 

that a major decision had to 

be taken: whether or not to 

get more cats. The answer 

came to them through a 

neighbour at the cottage, 

whose friends constantly have 

cats and kittens dropped off 

on their country property. 

As it happened, two kittens 

were available! Neither Cathy 

nor Patrick had ever raised 

KITTENS before, but it didn’t 

take them long to agree to at 

least SEE the little kitties. 

And, of course, once they saw 

the little creatures, they 

immediately agreed to take 

them. They also made sure 

that one of their children 

would be able to care for the 

cats in the future, should both 

of them die before the felines. 

So Deirdre and Airdrie came 

into Patrick’s and Cathy’s 

lives at age nine weeks – and 

everyone soon adapted to 

their new world. The kittens 

have been a joy, and have 

provided hours of 

entertainment, which was a 

Godsend during the social 

isolation at this time.   

Event Committee Report  
Gwen Duck 

FARE SHARE CHALLENGE!  

Statistics Canada reveals food 

insecurity is on the rise due to 

the pandemic. Many local 

families, especially those with 

school age children, have been 

adversely affected.  St. Mark’s 

has always been a strong 

supporter of the local food 

bank and we challenge you at 

this time to keep our Fare 

Share Food Basket filled and to 

raise $1500 to further support 

the Fare Share Food Bank. 

Financial contributions will be 

collected until October 11, 

Thanksgiving Sunday. Please 

make your cheque to St. 

Mark’s, with Fare Share 

Challenge on the memo line. 

All non-perishable food items, 

canned fruit and vegetables, 

beans, granola bars, pudding 

cups, cereal, macaroni, rice, 

baby formula are welcome 

Please support our neighours. 

  
Preserve Sale - Sadly, due to 

COVID restrictions, there will 
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not be a Hollyberry Bazaar this 

year. Preserving of local fruits 

and vegetables has been taking 

place and there will be a 

preserve sale after Thanks-

giving. If anyone has preserves 

they would like to contribute 

to the sale please contact Gwen 

at 905-885-8798 or 

gwenduck@hotmail.com.  

 

St Mark’s Annual Summer BBQ  
Carol Poste  

 Our 8th year of hosting the 

Parish BBQ at Steven’s 

property was a bit of a 

challenge to prepare for with 

the Covid-19 influence - so 

many rules to follow!  It was 

the first year that we held it in 

August as we had to wait for 

the government to increase 

numbers allowed at an event.  

Being the long weekend, it 

worked in our favour as 

weather did not co-operate on 

the Sunday but Monday was a 

great day. 

We had 38 people in 

attendance and for many it 

was their first outing in 

almost 5 months.  It was also 

the first event when we got to 

meet William (our new priest) 

and his wife Eileen. 

We of course had our draw 

for prizes - preserves, fresh 

picked vegetables, garden 

supplies, a HOME décor 

board and a Covid-19 

package.  The money raised 

(approx. $500) for this event 

went to the choir. 

 

 

mailto:gwenduck@hotmail.com
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